W E W I L L BE E X H I BI T I NG A T

100% DESIGN
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

DELIGHTFULL & BRABBU AT STAND L1

100% Design is the largest and longest running contemporary design event for industry professionals in
the UK, with 27,111 visitors in 2013 (ABC pending). First staged in 1995, the show has been organised by
leading independent publishing and events company Media 10 since 2012.
100% Design’s Mission is to conect designers, brands and manufacturers of innovative, inspiring &
commercially contemporary interior products with architects and interior designers specifying on UK and
international projects. BOCA DO LOBO selected a sophisticated choice of pieces to present in the exhibition. We want to bring new solutions to help you in your projects and the London stage is the
perfect one for that.

NEWTON CONSOLE

Defying laws of physics, this futuristic piece of furniture has been designed by taking inspiration from its
elder brother – Newton dining table. Newton console is a standout piece of international desire that distinguishes itself from all the other designs by its futuristic forms.

EDEN SIDE TABLE

This center table represents a part of the tree of knowledge and the tale of the birth of desire. Fully made of
polished casted brass, with a delicately engraved top exposing the heart of a golden tree to the very heart of a
home. Available a set of two center tables and also an elegant and highly decorative side table.

RING MIRROR WHITE

Like a jewel that reflects eternal beauty when it is contemplated, Ring is the mirror of the soul, which aspires
to the sublime. Exploring the main function of a mirror, the richness of Ring lies within its reflection. Ring
evokes an antique unreachable treasure that could only be found on the most remote place on Earth.

Come and vist us… It will be a pleasure having you here!

ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their
wisdom from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest
technological methods to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless
luxurious cosmopolitan environments.
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